Balancing Saraswathy (Wisdom) and Laxmi (Prosperity) is the way to make Medical Organisations Powerful to make Human Civilisation a Godly Society
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According to our bylaws, we the members and leaders have to do their basic duties according to their position and capacity. Ordinary members will certainly do their duties along with enjoying the privileges given to them, by attending all meetings like CME’s, conferences, and General body meetings by enriching the deliberations and discussions to enrich the experience of leaders by checking the standard constitutional procedures.¹ This may ultimately lead in the direction of fulfilling the aims and objectives of the society. Leaders in associations will take responsibilities as executive members, office bearers, members of different committees to do specific duties of their particular position. Doing prescribed duties according to the constitution¹ and helping to inform all the members would increase the membership strength so as to encourage them to join welfare schemes enabling us to improve financial transactions among members in order to help our own fellow members thereby improving brotherhood and cooperative economic system. It also allows us to develop buffer funds to manage future challenges of that particular schemes. Leaders will take initiatives to start their special programs of their branches like orations awards, benevolent corpus funds by encouraging donors with constitutional protection, taking special initiatives to start their own buildings to branches, expanding permanent activities like running clinics by local branches, by improving corpus funds for them and publishing news bulletins, academic journals to get funds from advertising agencies which certainly make association more prosperous. Abiding to these duties by leaders and ordinary members is nothing but the Dharma (Duty-Dharma) of members which enables us to earn money. Thus, automatically leads to prosperity of society which is nothing but the “Laxmi”.¹

By storing the important messages of all multifaceted personalities like past presidents as presidential addresses, printing the orations of academic leaders of our society in online journals, and all stalwarts messages by guest editorials. This will helps us to tap their wisdom, publishing and stimulating the viewpoints of silent, humble, wise persons by publishing under the headings of ‘viewpoints’ and ‘letter to editors’ by preparing them in journal formats by reviewers and academicians will allow all the flow of wisdom (Saraswathy) to the future generations. Wisdom is not ordinary knowledge, Wisdom is the experiential knowledge, that you will not get from ordinary members, we have to stimulate above extraordinary leaders and trend setters, legendary scholars of our society to tap their wisdom and keep for future generations.

Power of Medical profession depends upon its evolution as cream of all basic sciences and arts. This comprehensive, systematic updated medical sciences will be the strength and power of our profession. Unless, we promote the medical science by stimulating the reasearch through funding. Publishing original articles, review articles with meta-analysis, case reports by academic scholars and professors will promote the scientific process by providing ground realities of our medical practice. Science is nothing but Satya (Truth) of human life, that is the only power of our profes-
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sion. Professional organisations like IMA should be “Member Driven, Science Based and Patient Centred”. Ultimately that Patient only becomes our GOD.

GOD is nothing but ‘G’-Generation -‘Brahma’ ‘O’-Operator-Vishnu-Dharma, ‘D’ God of Destruction-Shiva (Satyam Shivam Sundaram).\(^2\) All persons like our leaders and trend setters and legendary academicians who are all mostly Multifaceted persons (Brahma-Multi faceted godly being) from whom we extract wisdom- Saraswathy (Brahma’s wife is Saraswathy).

Multifacetedness is nothing but their extraordinary ability to balance the Satya (Truth) and Dharma (duty) which is a special process of “Satya Dharma samanvaya “by which process they evolve into a Samyak sthithi, (Samadhi sthithi) so from that state they get answers for all questions (Samadhanamulu), that is nothing but Wisdom.

All our duties done by our ordinary members and duties done by leaders done will be nothing but Dharma (Dharma is symbolic of Vishnu) only by that we are becoming rich and associations will be prosperous, and automatically ‘Laxmi’ will flow in our organisation. (Laxmi is wife of Vishnu) Destruction of all our attachments to our prejudices with unscientific things and promoting research through journals and science which is nothing but Truth-Satyam (Shiva), henceforth all scientific and medical professions will become powerful (Power-Adishakti-Wife of Shiva). The organisations will become powerful only with flow of science not with our outdated prejudices. Science is the only way to lead and strengthen the organisations with humanity which ultimately leads the world to a divine and godly society - “Vasudaika Kutumbam.”\(^2\)

Long live IMA
Long live TJIMA
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